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2-Space Bounded Online Cube and Hypercube Packing
Xiaofan Zhao and Hong Shen
Abstract: We consider the problem of packing d -dimensional cubes into the minimum number of 2-space bounded
unit cubes. Given a sequence of items, each of which is a d -dimensional .d > 3/ hypercube with side length not
greater than 1 and an infinite number of d -dimensional .d > 3/ hypercube bins with unit length on each side, we
want to pack all of the items in the sequence into the minimum number of bins. The constraint is that only two bins
are active at anytime during the packing process. Each item should be orthogonally packed without overlapping
other items. Items are given in an online manner without the knowledge of or information about the subsequent
items. We extend the technique of brick partitioning for square packing and obtain two results: a three-dimensional
box and d -dimensional hyperbox partitioning schemes for cube and hypercube packing, respectively. We design
32 d
 2 -competitive algorithms for cube and hypercube packing, respectively. To the best of
5.43-competitive and
21
our knowledge these are the first known results on 2-space bounded cube and hypercube packing.
Key words: hypercube packing; 2-space bounded; online algorithm; asymptotic competitive ratio

1

Introduction

The bin packing problem is one of the oldest classical
problems in both computer science and combinatorial
optimization[1, 2] . Since it has been studied for over
30 years, many variants of this problem have also
been well studied[3–10] . In this paper, we consider
the 2-space bounded online d -dimensional .d > 3/
hypercube packing problem, which is formulated as
follows:
 Input: A list L of items, L D .l1 ; l2 ;    ; ln /. Each
item li is a d -dimensional .d > 3/ hypercube
.s1 .li /  s2 .li /      sd .li // and .s1 .li / D
s2 .li / D    D sd .li //, i.e., sk .li / 2 .0; 1 is
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the size of the k-th dimension. There is also
an infinite number of unit-capacity bins T , each
of which is a d -dimensional .d > 3/ hypercube
bin with unit length on each side. Items come
online and the packing decision must be made
immediately. When an item li comes, we assign
it a position .x1 li ; x2 li ;    ; xd li / in the current
open bin, subject to xk li C sk .lj / 6 1, for all
0 < j < i and 1 6 k 6 d .
 Constraint: At any time during the packing
process, there are only two open bins. An active
bin is closed when there is no enough space to
accommodate the incoming item and a new bin is
opened to be the current active bin. Once the bin
is closed, it cannot be used again.
 Goal: Using a minimum number of bins T to hold
all the items in L satisfy the above constraint.
The application scenarios of 2-space bounded d dimensional hypercube packing problems in computer
science are the resource allocation[11] in the data center.
The requests of different resources such as CPU,
memory, and disk can be seen as the d -dimensional
items. The computers in data center who supply the
resources can be seen as d -dimensional bins. The
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number of types of resources requested implies the
value of dimension d . If only a constant number
of computers are opened at any time, the resources
allocation problem becomes a bounded space bin
packing problem.
Recently, a lot of work has been done for bounded
space bin packing with less than three active bins.
For 1-space bounded two-dimensional (2-D) packing,
Fujita[12] first gave an online algorithm for rectangle
packing in an m  m grid with competitive ratio of
O..log log m/2 /. His main idea is to partition the grid
into different parts and packs items with different
sizes into corresponding parts. Chin et al.[13] divided
rectangular items into three types and partitioned
unit square bin into two parts which accommodate
big and small items respectively. Using this method,
a 8:84-competitive ratio was achieved. The result
was improved to 5:155 by Zhang et al.[14] For 2space bounded 2-D packing, Januszewski[15] recently
presented a four-competitive 2-space bounded 2-D
online packing algorithm and an online strategy
with competitive ratio 3.8 for 2-space bounded
square packing by using the technique of brick
partitioning for packing small items. For 1-space
bounded multidimensional bin packing, Zhang et al.[16]
gave an online algorithm with competitive ratio 4d .
In this paper, we first extend the brick partitioning
technique in Ref. [15]. On adding the third dimension,
a brick becomes a box. We propose a box partitioning
scheme for cube packing. Continuously adding new
dimensions, a brick can become a d -dimensional
hyperbox. We then propose a hyperbox partitioning
scheme for hypercube packing. For both problems, we
present online algorithms and analyze the competitive
ratios.

2

The Bricks Partitioning Scheme

To obtain more intervals of harmonic sequence in one
bin, Januszewski[15] used bricks to partition the bin and
packed the incoming items into a designated brick.
In Ref. [15], a unit square bin is recursively
partitioned into many small area named bricks. Because
the first endpoint that is smaller than 1 in a harmonic
1
sequence is . Januszewski used two types of bricks
2
to partition the bin. They are the .3; k/ brick with
1
1
size

and the .4; k/ brick with size
k
22
3  2k
1
1

, for all k > 0. As shown in Fig. 1, like
k
32
4  2k
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Fig. 1

The brick partitioning scheme[15] .

a binary tree, each brick can be recursively partitioned
into smaller sub bricks. Initially, a bin b is divided into
six .3; 0/ bricks numbered from 1 to 6. Each .3; 0/
brick is recursively partitioned into many smaller sub
bricks. Each sub brick is numbered by a particular
integer m such that the numbers 2m 1 and 2m are
assigned to two bricks obtained by dissection of the
brick with number m[15] . The two types of brick can be
transformed into each other through dissection. Every
.3; k/ brick can be divided into two .4; k/ bricks and
each .4; k/ brick can be divided into two .3; k C 1/
bricks.
Actually, this method for 2-D square packing
can be easily extended to three-dimensional (3-D)
cube packing. In square packing, each active bin is
partitioned into many bricks with various sizes. In cube
packing, we partition each active bin into many 3-D
bricks, which are called boxes in our paper. Generally,
we try to pack the incoming items into the smallest box
which is bigger than it. Compared to brick partitioning,
the box partitioning scheme is complicated enough that
we need to consider three dimensions instead of two
dimensions. Which dimension is to be bisected next is
very important. The basic idea of our box partitioning
scheme is to choose the largest edge to bisect. Assume
1
1
1
that we have a box with size


in one
a
b
c
active bin, where a > 2; b > 2; c > 2. Without loss
of generality, assume that a < b < c, then we have
1
1
1
1
> > . Only items with size no more than
a
b
c
c
can be packed into this box. Next, we bisect the
1
largest side
and obtain two equal sub boxes with
a
1 1
1
size  
. Only items with a size smaller than
b c 2a
1
or equal to
can be packed into these two boxes.
2a
Repeating the above steps, we will get smaller sized
boxes, which can hold items of smaller size. The bin
is continuously partitioned into boxes and the boxes
in the bin determine the size ranges of corresponding
items which can be put into one box. This means that
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only items with sizes in this range can be packed into
this box. In this way, the occupancy of each used box
can be computed. The interval .0; 1 is divided into
many consecutive sub intervals in one bin by using
this method. The incoming items can be classified into
different types according to the sub intervals. Each
item is packed into corresponding sub intervals which
correspond to a box. Thus, this method is a variant of the
harmonic algorithm. The hyperbox partitioning scheme
is very similar to the box partitioning scheme since we
can easily extend this method to a higher dimension.

3
3.1

2-Bounded Cube Packing
The box partitioning scheme

In this paper an item is big if its side length is no
less than 1=3 and small otherwise. Two active bins are
opened at any time during the packing process: one is
called the s bin for packing small items, and the other
is called the b bin for packing big items. According to
the previous description, let a D 2; b D 3; c D 5. This
means we divide three dimensions of each s bin into
two, three, and five equal parts, respectively. Since all
1
the small items have size smaller than or equal to , the
3
s bin is first partitioned into boxes with all sides larger
1 1 2
1
than or equal to . The size of these boxes is   .
3
2 3 5
So the first two dimensions are divided in the same
way as Januszewski’s brick partitioning scheme. The
third dimension is divided into three different segments
1 2
2
whose sizes are , , and , respectively, as shown in
5 5
5
1 1 2
Fig. 2. Initially, we get twelve boxes with size  
2 3 5
1 1 1
and six boxes with size   , while the former
2 3 5
2 1 1
are type A boxes. Type B boxes have size   .
5 3 4
We can use a type A box (simply A box) in two ways:
we can either pack an item with side length in the

Fig. 2

The box partitioning scheme of the s bin.
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1 1
;
in it, or we can partition the type A
4 3
box according to the previous partition rule. No item
is directly packed into type B box. Each type B box is
1 1 1
divided into two equal sub boxes with size   .
3 4 5
Then each sub box is used in two ways the same as type
1
1
1
A box. We define this sub box with size  
3
4
5
to be the basic box. After two iterations of bisection,
an A box turns into four basic boxes. By consecutively
dividing each basic box, more smaller sized boxes are
obtained.
We classify another three types of boxes further
depending on their sizes: Type .C; k/ box which has
1
1
1
size


, type .D; k/ box with
k
k
32
42
5  2k
1
1
1
size


and type .E; k/ box
3  2kC1 4  2k
5  2k
1
1
1


, where k >
with size
kC1
kC1
32
42
5  2k
0. We obtain these three types of boxes by dividing
different edges of the bin. Through partitioning, these
three types of boxes can appear and change into other
types alternatively. One .C; k/ box can be dissected into
two .D; k/ boxes. One .D; k/ box can be dissected into
two .E; k/ boxes and one .E; k/ box can be dissected
into two .C; k C 1/ boxes, and so on. An item which
is properly packed into a type ˛ .˛ 2 fA,Bg/ or type
.ˇ; k/ .ˇ 2 fC,D,Eg/ box is called an ˛ or a .ˇ; k/ item.
If a box G contains a small cube li , then it is said to be
used, otherwise unused.
To use up all the types A and B boxes, we number
them one by one according to their position. We first
number the 12 basic boxes generated by partitioning B
boxes. The order is row major, from left to right. Then
we number all A boxes. The first segment we numbered
is the one nearest to the type B box. The second
numbered segment is the other two-fifths segment
which is far away from the type B box. The numbered
order in both segments is the same as the numbered
order of the type B box. During the partitioning process,
the two divided sub boxes are also numbered. The rule
is that a box numbered m is partitioned into two sub
boxes with number 2m and 2m C 1, respectively. Next,
we will partition one of the two sub boxes which has a
smaller number. An item will also be packed into the
appropriate sub box also with smaller number.
The main idea of our packing algorithm, Packing
Cube into Box (PCB), is as follows: At any time during
packing, we keep both the types of active bins open,
interval
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one is an s bin and the other is a b bin. The incoming
item is packed immediately into a corresponding type
of bin according to its size. When a bin can not hold
the corresponding item, we close the bin and open a
new bin with the same type to be the current active
bin. The closed bins will never be opened again. For
b bin, we use the same packing strategy as in Ref. [15].
The idea is to choose one empty corner of the b bin
to pack the incoming large item. For s bin, we try to
find the smallest unused box with the smallest number
that is larger than the size of the incoming item to
accommodate it. If no such box exists, we find the
smallest larger box with the smallest number to partition
into an objective box. If all these are impossible, which
means no unused space is larger than the incoming item,
we close the s bin and open a new one. We repeat the
above steps until the proper box is found. We pack the
item into the box.
For both large and small items, we extend the strategy
of Januszewski’s method to 3-D cube packing and
design each round of our algorithm, PCB, as follows:
For an incoming item li ,
1
 If s.li / > , pack li into one corner of the current
3
active b bin. If there is no enough space, close the
current b bin, open a new active b bin, and pack li
in one corner of the new active bin.
 Otherwise, if it is an A item, pack it into the first
unused A box. If it is impossible, close the s bin
and open a new active s bin. Pack li into the first
A cuboid in the new opened s bin.
 Else, if li is a B or .ˇ; k/ item, pack it into
the current active s bin. We search each .C; 0/
and A box sequentially to pack li into an unused
B or .ˇ; k/ box with smallest number. If this is
impossible, find a used A or .ˇ; p/ box, where
p < k. Dissect the A or .ˇ; p/ box until a B box is
obtained .p D k/. Pack li into the first B or .ˇ; k/
box. If there is no such box, close the s bin and
open a new active s bin. Pack li into the first A or
.ˇ; k/ box in the new open s bin.
3.2
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that the bin is partitioned into and the corresponding
size of items which are packed into each box, the
minimum occupancy of each type of boxes can be
computed. Through analyzing the minimum used space
in a closed s bin, we will ultimately calculate the
minimum occupancy of an s bin. The upper bound of
the competitive ratio of our algorithm is proven by the
two results jointly.
Lemma 1 When the current b bin cannot hold
the incoming item, the least occupied volume of two
1
successive b bins is no less than .
4
Proof Let  be a closed b bin that only contains
1
items with side length no less than as shown in Fig. 3.
3
Two situations may occur: one is that eight cubes with
1
side length smaller than have been packed together
2
into the b bin in such a way that each cube is assigned
into one corner of the b bin. The other situation is that a
1
cube with side length greater than overlaps with other
2
items which have been packed. In the first situation,
the total occupied volume of the closed b bin is at least
 3
8
7
1
D
>
.
8
3
27
32
In the second situation, when an item li cannot be
packed into the b bin, assume that at least one item lj
overlaps li . Since s.li / C s.lj / > 1, define s.li / D
1
1
1
C", 0 < " 6 , then we have s.lj / > 1 s.li / D
2
2

32
1
3
3
". We can calculate Œs.li / C Œs.lj / >
C" C
2

3
1
1
1
" D C 3"2 > . It means that when the first
2
4
4
big item li cannot be packed into the b bin, the total
volume of items packed into  and into the next b bin is
1
at least .

4
Lemma 2 When an s bin is about to be closed, the
7
total occupied volume is at least .
32

Analysis of the competitive ratio

According to our packing strategy, the large and small
items are packed into b bin and s bin separately. For
each type of closed bins, we try to find the minimum
occupied volume. Since only two cases may happen in
each b bin, it is easy to compute the minimum average
occupancy of two successive closed b bins. For an s
bin, because of the classification of different boxes

Fig. 3 A b bin with eight cubes and a b bin with two
overlapping cubes.
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Proof Let  be a closed s bin. For a type A
box which contained an A item, the total occupied
 3
1
1
volume of this box is at least
. The
D
4 
64 
1. 1 2 1
occupancy of A box is at least
 
D
64
2 5 3
15
. Similarly, the occupancy of type B box is at least
64 



1 3. 2 1 1
6
15
 
D
>
. Denote by O to
5
5 3 4
25
64
be the least occupied volume of a type .; k/ box, T be
the total volume of the type .; k/ box.
OC
For a type .C; k/ box, the occupancy is at least
D
TC
3 . 


1
5
1
1
1
D
>


k
k
k
k
18
62
32
42
52
15
.
64
For a type .D; k/ and a type .E; k/ box,
3 .

OD
1
the occupancy is at least
D
8  2k

 TD
1
1
1
15
OE


D
and
D
kC1
k
k
64
TE
32
42
52

3 . 

1
1
1
1


D
k
kC1
kC1
10  2
32
42
5  2k
6
15
>
, respectively.
25
64
Since there are no empty type A boxes when  is
closed, the total empty volume of the closed s bin is at
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
most   C   C   C   C   D
5 3 4 3 4 5 4 5 6 5 6 8
1
. Thus, the total occupied volume in  is greater than
15 

7
15
1
 1
D
.

64
15
32
Now we estimate the asymptotic competitive ratio of
PCB by using the above two Lemmas.
Theorem 1 The asymptotic competitive ratio of
PCB is 5:43.
Proof Suppose a sequence L of items with a total
volume v needs to be packed. The number of items
1
with side length greater than is m. In the worst case
2
scenario, two successive big items cannot be packed
into one b bin, which means there are at the most m
1
items with side length slightly smaller than
which
2
should be packed all alone into one bin. By using our
algorithm
 PCB,
 the number
 of used
 bins is
 at the most
32
1
1
2m C
v
m
C 1. v
m is the total
7
4
4
volume of items which have side length not greater than
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1
. This implies that if v > m, then
2
32
8
2m C v
mC1
PCB.L/
7
7
6
<
OPT.L/
v
32
6
vC vC1
1
7
7
D 5:43 C :
v
v
If v 6 m, then
32
8
2m C v
mC1
PCB.L/
7
7
6
<
OPT.L/
m
32
6
mC mC1
1
7
7
D 5:43 C :
m
m
Obviously, the asymptotic competitive ratio of PCB
is 5:43.

3.3

An example for the packing of s bin

To explain our PCB algorithm, we give an example for
the packing of s bin. In a slight abuse of notation, we
use the side length of each item to denote the incoming
item itself. The following list of data which contains 33
items shows the incoming items and their arriving order.
(0.17, 0.26, 0.13, 0.21, 0.18, 0.27, 0.11, 0.21, 0.13,
0.28, 0.19, 0.22, 0.14, 0.29, 0.12, 0.22, 0.17, 0.3, 0.14,
0.23, 0.18, 0.31, 0.11, 0.23, 0.15, 0.32, 0.15, 0.24, 0.19,
0.33, 0.18, 0.17, 0.11).
Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the packing position of each
item during the packing process. Since both items and
bins are three-dimensional, we rotate the bin by some
degrees to view the packing from different side.

4
4.1

2-Bounded
Packing

d-Dimensional

Hypercube

The hyperbox partitioning scheme

The hyperbox partitioning scheme in the d -dimensional
case is almost the same as the one described above. The
extension to higher dimensions is straightforward. We
define different types of hyperboxes depending on their
size. There are two types of basic hyperboxes: fourand six-basic hyperboxes. The sizes of these two types
1 1
1 1
of hyperboxes are   .1/d 2 and   .1/d 2 ,
3 4
4 6
respectively. Observe that a four-basic hyperbox can be
divided into two six-basic hyperboxes. Each four-basic
hyperbox is divided into 4d 2 four-hyperboxes with
 d 1
1
1
size 
. Each six-basic hyperbox is divided
3
4
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(a) Pack the first item

(b) After packing the second item

(c) The third item

(d) The fourth item

(a) 32 items have been packed.

(b) Viewed from another side

(c) Viewed from the front

Fig. 5

(e) The fifth item

Only the last item left.

(f) The sixth item

(a) Packing done

Fig. 6

(b) Rotate by 120 degrees

All items have been packed.


1
1
size belongs to the interval
;
.k >
3  2kC1 4  2k
0/ to be a .4; k/-item,
 and incoming item
 whose size
1
1
belongs to interval
;
.k > 1/ to be
2  2kC1 3  2k
a .6; k/-item. Still, we pack a .; k/-item into a .; k/hyperbox appropriately,  2 .4; 6/.
1
Denote hypercubes with size sx .li / > to be large
4
1
items and hypercubes with size 0 < sx .li / 6
to
4
be small items. The online algorithm for 2-space
bounded hypercube packing is quite similar to the PCB
algorithm, which is described as follows:
When an item li comes,
 If li is a large item, we pack it in one corner of the
b bin. If it is impossible, close the bin and open
a new b bin, pack li into one corner of the newcreative bin.


(g) The seventh item

Fig. 4

The packing of the first seven items.

 d 1
1
1
into 6
six-hyperboxes with size 
. Each
4
6
four- and six-hyperbox can be continuously partitioned
into four sub hyperboxes. A four-hyperbox can hold
sub hyperboxes that have size as the following form:

d 1
1
1

.k > 0/, which we named
3  2k
4  2k
.4; k/-hyperboxes. Analogously, a 6-hyperbox could
hold sub hyperboxes with size formed as follow:

d 1
1
1

, where k > 1, which are called
2  2k
3  2k
.6; k/-hyperboxes. Define the incoming item whose
d 2
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 Otherwise, li is a .4; k/-item. If there is a
.4; k/-hyperbox in the current active s bin,
pack li into it. Otherwise, if there exists an
empty .4; j /-hyperbox, subject to j < k is the
smallest value that is larger than k, continuously
partition this hyperbox into sub hyperboxes
until j D k. Pack li into one of 2d .4; k/hyperboxes. Otherwise if there exists an empty
four-basic hyperboxes, partition it into 4d 2 fourhyperboxes. Partition one of the four-hyperboxes
into sub hyperboxes continuously until .4; k/hyperboxes are obtained. Pack li into one of the
.4; k/-hyperboxes. Otherwise close the s bin, open
a new bin, and partition the new-created bin into
12 four-basic hyperboxes. Partition one of fourbasic hyperboxes into 4d 2 four-hyperboxes. Then
partition one of them to get .4; k/-hyperboxes, use
one .4; k/-hyperbox to pack li .
 Else, li is a .6; k/-item. If there is a .6; k/hyperbox in the current active s bin, pack
li into it. Otherwise, if there exist an empty
.6; j /-hyperbox, subject to j < k such that
.6; j /-hyperbox is the smallest hyperbox which
is larger than .6; k/-hyperbox, partition this
hyperbox into sub hyperboxes continuously until
j D k. Pack li into one of the 2d .6; k/hyperboxes. Otherwise if there exists an empty
six-basic hyperboxes, partition it into 6d 2 sixhyperboxes. Partition one of the six-hyperboxes
into sub hyperboxes continuously until .6; k/hyperboxes are obtained. Pack li into one of
the .6; k/-hyperboxes. Otherwise close the l bin,
open a new bin and partition the newly created
bin into 12 four-basic hyperboxes. Bisect one fourbasic hyperbox into two six-basic hyperboxes.
Partition one of the six-basic hyperboxes into 6d 2
six-hyperboxes. Then partition one of the sixhyperboxes to get .6; k/-hyperboxes, and use one
.6; k/-hyperbox to pack li .
4.2

Analysis of competitive ratio

Theorem 2 The competitive ratio of our algorithm
for 2-space bounded online d -dimensional hypercube
32
 2d .
packing is at most
21
Proof Consider when a b bin is to be closed,
two things may happen: one is that 2d hypercubes
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1
are packed one per corner in the
4
b bin, and the other case is that two hypercubes overlap
one another. The occupied volume of the first case is
 d
 d
1
1
d
at least 2 
D
. We classify the large
4
2


1
; 1 and
items into two categories: items with size
2


1 1
items with size
; . If overlapping occurs, it will be
4 2


1
caused by two items with size
; 1 or one with size


2

1
1 1
; 1 and the other with size
; . Assume that
2
4 2
1
the size of one item is C ". Since s.li / C s.lj / > 1,
2
1
we get s.lj / > 1 s.li / D
". So, for the second
2
case, the occupied volume of two consecutive b bins is

d 
d
 d 1
1
1
1
at least
. Thus we
C" C
"
>
2
2
2
 d
1
have that the average occupied volume is at least
.
2
Consider when an s bin is to be closed, either a
.4; k/-item or .6; k/-item cannot be packed, since a
new four- or six-hyperbox is open only if the existing
four- or six-hyperboxes are all used up. We pack the
incoming items using First Fit strategy. If there is
an empty .; k/-hyperbox which has been previously
opened -brick, the incoming item cannot be packed
into the newly created .; k/-hyperbox. At most 2d 1
sub hyperboxes of any possible size are empty. All
sizes can be found in one -hyperbox. Then the total
volume of all empty sub hyperboxes is smaller than the
volume of one -hyperbox. Since not all the four- and
six-basic hyperboxes are used, the total empty volume
of these hyperboxes in a closed s bin is no greater than
 d 1
 d 1
1
1
1
1
1 1
 C 
C 
.
3 4
3
4
4
6
For a used .4; k/-hyperbox, the occupancy is at least

d
1
 d 1
1
2
3  2kC1
:

d 1 D 2  3
1
1

3  2k
4  2k
For a used .6; k/-hyperbox, the occupancy is at least

d
1
 d 1
 d 1
1
3
1
2
2  2kC1
> 
:

d 1 D 2  4
2
3
1
1

2  2k
3  2k
with size at least
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Based on the previous analysis, we get the occupied
volume of a closed s bin is at least
 d 1
1
2


2
3
"
 d 1
 d 1 #
1 1 1
1
1
1
1



D
3 4 3
4
4
6
 d 1 "
 d 1
 d 1 #
1
2
1
1
11 1
1




>
2
3
12 3
4
4
6
5

24

 d
2
3

1

D

5

16

 d
2
:
3

Consequently, the average occupied volume of the
1
two successive closed active bins is at least

2
" 
 d #
 d
d
1
2
1
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21


C
D
. Then the
2
16
3
32
2
competitive ratio of our algorithm for 2-space bounded
32
 2d .
online hypercube packing is no larger than
21


5

Conclusions

In this paper, we consider the 2-space bounded online
cube and hypercube packing problem. On the basis
of technique of brick partitioning in Ref. [15] for
2-D square packing, we design a box and hyperbox
partitioning schemes for cube and hypercube packing.
Through analysis, we obtain a competitive ratio of 5:43
32
 2d for
for 2-space bounded cube packing and
21
hypercube packing.
Actually, the brick partitioning scheme is a variant
of the harmonic class algorithm. This scheme can
be refined through dissecting the active bin in a
more detailed manner. We are currently investigating
how to cover more points of the harmonic sequence
in the two active bins through detailed dissection.
Another interesting open problem is to study the
possible extension of this detailed partitioning scheme
to solve other relevant problems, for instance, a higher
dimensional box packing problem.
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